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The interaction of a vortex ring with the interface between 
two immiscible liquids is investigated experimentally and 
numerically. When the Froude and the Weber numbers are high. 
the vortex ring penetrates the interface and forms a drop. For 
high Reynolds number. the evolution is relatively insensitive to 
the Reynolds number. The formation of the dmp is examined in 
detail and it is shown that the drop forms by pinch off near the 
interface for weak rings. Multiple drops are formed for monger 
rings. We use the numerical simulations to determine the 
boundaries for drop formation in the Fr-We plane. A rebound 
vortex of opposite circulation is also formed during the 
interaction which propagates away from the interface. 
Experiments and numerical results are in good agreement. 
Introduction 
v The dynamics of fluid interfaces and free surfaces is of 
particular importance in microgravity where the usual domination 
of gravity is absent. Since surface tension forces are usually 
relatively weak, once the length scales are sufficiently large, the 
interface can undergo large deformation in response to a 
relatively minor disturbance. The static shape of an interface and 
a free surface in microgravity has been investigated by a number 
of researchers but the dynamic response has been studied 
primarily in the context of oscillating drops and other cases 
where the fluid motion is relatively simple. For real applications 
it is likely that, in general, the fluid motion will not be simple 
and that interface deformations due to unsteady turbulent flow 
may be of major importance. It is also possible that unsteady 
vortical fluid motion may be used to control the shape of the 
interface to some degree. 
The dynamics of fluid interfaces and free surfaces is also 
important in many technological problems. Atomization of 
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liquid fuels is strongly influenced by the interfacial propenies of 
the fuel as well as by fluid motion within the liquid. For 
example. several invsstigators have found important effects of 
liquid turbulence on the spray characteristics of a nozzle.'-3 The 
flow processes in typical atomization systems are very difficult 
to investigate experimentally because of the small size of the 
droplets. As we will show below the limit of interests here is 
high Weber and Fmude number, the Same as in microgravity. 
In this paper we examine a simple case, the bead on collision 
of a vortex with an initially flat fluid interface. We consida the 
interface between liquids of similar density to obtain a high 
Froude number. A better understanding of this problem should 
provide valuable insight on microgravity fluid mechanics and 
atomization professes as well. 
The collision of vortex rings and pairs with a fluid interface 
and free surf- has been studied by a number of investigators. 
One of the earliest such study was done by Linden4 who 
observed large mixing due to the collision. His relatively 
primitive visualization technique did not. however, allow a 
detailed examination of the mechanisms responsible for this 
behavior. Dahm. Scheil. and Tryggvasod reexamined this 
problem both experimentally and numerically for a slightly 
miscible liquids where there were no surface tension effects at 
the interface. The visualization was done using a Laser Induced 
Fluorescence technique and the computations were done with an 
inviscid vortex method. The resuits showed that weak rings did 
not penetrate the interface, as expected, but instead of expanding 
outward. as an inviscid ring colliding with a full slip wall would 
do, the rings generally rebounded when a part of the interface. 
containing barwliic vorticity of opposite sign to the primary 
vortex was tom front the interface. For rings that peneeated the 
interface, the fluid carried with the vortex was continuously 
stripped away and ejected back into the fluid where it on@nally 
came &om. Thus. the ring never separated from the interface but 
gradually becvne smaller and smaller. 
The collision of vortex rings and pairs with a free surface 
have also received considerable attention Tefpntly due to interws 
in the surface signature of ship wakes. Vortex rings and vortex 
pairs are the simplest problems which contains the basic 
elements of the interaction ~ K O C ~ S S .  Sarpkaya6 experimented 
with a pair of vortex filaments generated by a aiangular wing 
and identified the key surface signature of weak pain. This 
experiment was Later repeated by Hirsa and WiLlmarth7 who 
investigated the effect of surface contamination, Head on 





Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the flow configuration. 
Kwon* and Kachman9. Bemal and 11 investigated 
the oblique collision of rings were the ring reconnects with the 
free surface and forms U-vonices with its legs terminating at the 
surface. Inviscid wmputations of a two-dimensional vortex pair 
rising to the surface have been done by a number of authors, 
staring with Telste'z and Yu and Tryggvason.13 Comparison 
between misymmetric simulations and experiments has been 
presented by Song, Bema1 and Tryggvason.l4 Full viscous 
simulations of a vortex pair were done by Ohring and Lugthl5 
who examined the depression formed outboard of weak rings 
(observed by Sarpkaya) and followed the evolution of a stronger 
pair until it had caused relatively large deformation at the free 
surface Tryggvason et all6 investigated the effect of 
contaminants on the collision of very weak vonices where the 
surface could be assumed to remain flat 
w 
While considerable work has been done on this problem, it is 
mostly in the parameter range that is of little interest to 
microgravity situations. The focus of the free surface work has 
been on low Emude numbex cases where the interface remains 
relatively flaL and the investigations of Linden4 and Dahm et al5 
used miscible fluids where there are no surface tension effects. 
In microgravity we expect large interface deformations and we 
expect surface tension to be the primary restoring force. The 
focus of this paper is to examine the high Froude number range 
where gravity effects aTe small, for immiscible fluids. 
P
The physical problem and the computational domain is 
sketched in Figure 1. Initially, a vortex ring of diameter a is 
generated in the bottom fluid about 6 cm from the interface. The 
ring moves to the interface with constant speed U and collides 
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Figure 2. Plot of the Weber number vs the Froude number for 
typical interfaces on earth based systems (I g) and in 
microgravity . 
can move into the upper fluid. carrying with it a blob of the 
bottom fluid. 
Generally, the wllision and the subsequent evolution of the 
drop depends on fluid inertia, viscosity and surface tension. To 
fully specify the problem we therefore need a Weber, a Froude 
and a Reynolds number. These are defmed by: 
We = 
respectively. In addition, the density ratio r = p l  1 p1 and the 
viscosity ratio 5 = p, I pI must be specified. Here, the subscript 
1 denotes the fluid below the interface and in the drop and 2 the 
fluid above the interface. Generally, we fmd that the results 
depend only weakly on Re, once it is high enough. We note that 
in these experiments the vortices are generated in the lowa fluid 
and propagate upward into the lighter fluid. In the limit of small 
density ratios, where the Boussinesq approximation is valid, this 
is identical to case where the vortex would be generated in the 
upper fluid and propagates downward (as in the experiments of 
Dahm et al5). 
In wnsidaing the effects of changing flow parameter for this 
problem it is important to focus on the WeFr  plane shown in 
Figure 2. For a fix v o a x  ring diameter and liquid pair, all 
possible vortex ring strengths (Le. velocity v) define a straight 
lie as shown in the Figure 2. The slope of the line is given by 
In a microgravity environment g is vety small and consequently 
the slope will also be small. Thus. to simulate a microgravity 
environment for fixed values of a and 0 requires very liquid 
pairs of closely matched density. Another interesting case is 
atomization of liquid fuels. In that case a is very small and 




The experiments were conducted in a container 
11 5 x 115 x 300 mm. As discussed above. it is desirable to 
minimize the density change acmss the interface to simulate 
microgravity conditions. Several immiscible fluid pairs were 
tested including: water-air, wata-vegetable oil and water-silicone 
oil. These fluid combinations had large density across the 
interface. For the present experiments the liquids used were a 
mixture of water and methanol with density 0.953 gr/cm3 and 
silicon oil (Dow Coming 200, 1Ocs) with density 0.945 gr/cm3. 
'Ibe density and viscosity ratio for this fluid system are: 
= 0.99, = 5.3. 
Pi Pl 
The interfacial tension was measured using the capillary rise 
technique.'' The measured value of the interfacial tension for 
this system is 2330.2 dynes/cm. This is significantly lower 
than the value for the water-silicone oil which we also measured 
and found in good agreement with values reported in the 
literature. This two fluid system was used in all the expeiments 
reported here. 
A piston-type vortex ring generator was used in the 
experiments. The vortex ring is produced by the motion of a 
piston inside a cylinder installed at the bouom of the container. 
The piston diameter is 12.7 mm and the length of the cylinder 
12.7 nun. At the end of the stroke the piston surface is flush 
with the bouom of the containa resulting in a smooth flat surface 
during the test. The piston is driven by a pneumatic actuator. 
The input air pressure to the pneumatic actuator determines the 
speed of the piston and comequently the circulation of the vortex 
ring. A pressure regulator and a solenoid valve were used to 
control the input air pressure and the initiation of the fluid 
motion, respectively. 
U' 
To visualize the flow, a fluorescent dye (fluorescein -3 ppm) 
was added to the fluid in the vortex ring generator. The flow 
field was illuminated with a thin sheet of light derived from an 
Argon-Ion laser. The light sheet was positioned along the axis 
of symmehy of the flow. The fluid motion was recorded using a 
35 mm SLR camera and a video system. Measurements of the 
position of the vortex ring and of the deformation of the interface 
were obtained using the video images. 
Numerical Method 
The computations were done with a Finite Differend Ront 
Tracking method developed by Unverdi and Tryggvason.') The 
method has been discussed in detail by Unverdi and 
Tryggvason.ts-I9 Here we only out l ie  briefly the procedure. 
The actual code is an axisymmeuic version written by Y.-J. Jan 
and discussed in Jan and Tryggvas0n.m - 
To solve the Navier Stokes equations we use a fixed. 
regular. staggered grid and dimetize the momentum quations 
using a conservative. second order centered difference scheme 
for the spatial variables and an explicit second order time 
integration method. The pressure equation, which is non- 
separable due to the difference in density between the drop and 
the ambient fluid, is solved by a multigrid iteration. Tne novel 
aspect of the method is how the boundaq between the two fluids 
are tracked. The interface is represented by separate 
computational points that are moved by interpolating their 
velocity from the grid. These points are connected to form a 
front that is used to keep the density and viscosity stratification 
sharp and to calculate surface tension forces. At each rime step 
information must be passed between the front and the stationary 
grid. l l i s  is done by a varjant on a method thar is discussed in 
reference 18. that spreads the density jump to the grid points 
next to the front and generates a smooth density field that 
changes from one density to the other over two to three grid 
spaces. While this replaces the sharp interface by a slightly 
smoother grid interface, all  numerical diffusion is eliminated 
since the grid-field is reconstructed at each step. The surface 
tension forces are wmputed from the geometry of the interface 
and distributed to the grid in the same manner as the density 
jump. Generally, che inletface d e f m s  greatly in ow simulations 
and it is necessary to add and delete computational elements 
during the course of the calculations. When the vortices penetrate 
through the original interface, the fluid drop carried with the 
vortex is connected to the original fluid by a thin filament. 
Surface tension leads to a "pinch-off' where thj, filaments 
collapses. When this happens we model rupture by changing the 
topology of the fluid interface and removing the collapsed 
filament. This allows a separate drop to form. We have 
experimented with the detailed timing of this "rupturing" and 
generally found the evolution to be insensitive to the exact 
rupture time, as long as the fiiament is fully collapsed before the 
lUpture. 
The method and the code has been tested in various ways, 
such as by extensive grid refmement studies, comparison with 
other published work and analytical solutions. It has also been 
used to investigate a number of other multifluid problems. In 
addition to the wmputations of head-on collisions of drops by 
Nobari. Jan and Tryggvason.2' WinB investigated the lift of 
deformable bubbles rising in a shear flow, Jan and 
Tryggvmnm examined the effect of contaminants on the rise of 
buoyant bubbles and Nobari and Tryggvasonv followed the 
c o a l e m c e  of drops of different sizes. Nas and Tryggvasonu 
presented simulation of thermal migration of many two 
dimensional bubbles. 
Figure 3 shows the wllision of a relatively weak ring with 
the fluid interface. In the top row we show photographs of the 
experimental results are shown, in the middle row the computed 
inletface and the velocity field are plotted. and in the bottom row 
the computed vorticity field is shown. In this case the 
computations and experiments are for the same value of 
Reynolds, Froude and Weber numbers and for the same vaIue of 
the density and viscosity ratios. There are howeva differenw 
3 
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Figure 3. Interaction of a vortex ring with a fluid interface at Fr = 3.96, We = 2.45 and Re = 640. Fust row - flow pictures 
obtained at U t /  a = 8.71, 11.22, 12.77 13.83, 21.37 (!?om left to right). Second and thud row - Computational results 
obtained at U I / a = 3.48, 5.12,6.46,7.16, 10.94 (from left to right). Second row - velocity vector plot and interface elevation. 
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Figure 4. Interaction of a vortex ring with a fluid interface at Fr = 7.93, We = 4.68 and Re = 1,200. First IDW - flow p i c m s  
obtained at U t /  a = 7.10. 10.34, 11.88, 12.35, 16.66 (from left to right). Second and third row ~ Computational results 
obtained at U t / a = 6.26, 9.22. 10.3, 11.48 (from left to right). Second row - velocity vector plot and interface elevation. 
?hid Row - vonicity contom. 
in the size of the computational box, the initial vorticity 
distribution and the initial location of the vortex. The computed 
shape of the interface is in good agreement with the flow - visualization results. Also, the dye patterns observed in the 
photographs are consistent with the vorticity distributions 
obtained m the numerical simulations. Together they provide a 
detailed description of the drop formation process. As the vortex 
ring propagates through the interface it forms an elongated  be 
of lower fluid. The vorticity distribution within the vortex ring 
becomes elongated with some vorticity being deposited along the 
interface on the Uk. The "pinch-off" occurs at the lower pan of 
the Nbe. As the pinch-off develops there is very strong vorticity 
generated at neck. The computations shown that at some 
conditions this vorticity results in the formation a vortex ring 
propagating downwards in the lower fluid. 
The interaction for a stronger vortex is shown in Figure 4. 
In this figure the flow visualization pictures are shown with the 
resulls of computations at the same conditions as indicated, In 
this case. the vortex ring penmates the interface and forms a thin 
filament of lower fluid. There are relatively small amounts of 
vorticity in the filament. The photographs and numerical 
simulations show that the thickness of the filament is not 
uniform. The thicker parts of the filament are associated with 
regions of higher level of vorticity. In this case the fust "pinch- 
oft- occurs on the lower part of the filament. However, the 
filament breaks also at two other places resulting in the formation 
of two satellite drops. These features are well captured by the 
numerical simulations. The last eXpaimental condition could not 
be obtained in the simulations because the dmp reach the upper 
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Figure 5. x-t plot of the vortex ring location and interface 
elevation. 0 , Fr = 3.96 We = 2.45: A .Fr = 7.93 We = 4.68; 
0 .Fr = 9.24 We = 5.48; 0 .Fr = 10.88 We = 6.27. Open 
symbols surface elevation. Solid symbols rebound vortex 
position. 
An interesting feature of the interaction is the formation of a 
vortex ring in the lower fluid with circulation opposite to the 
circulation of the initial vortex ring. This "rebound vortex" ring 
propagates downward away from the interface. The rebound 
vortex is observed in the lower part of the last photogaph in 
Figures 3 and 4. The numerical simulation suggest that the 
rebound vortex might be generated during the "pinch-off" 
process. However for these cases the vorticity generated during 
pinch-off dissipates very quickly. 
4 r  
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Figure 6 Comparison of numerical results (solid l i e )  and 
experiments (open symbols) for the time evolution of the surface 
elevation. (a) Fr = 3.96 We = 2.45; @) Fr = 7.93 We 4.68. 
To examine these effects in more detail we plot in Figure 5 
the position of the incoming vortex ring, the rebound vortex ring 
and the elevation of the interface as a function of time. All 
distances are measured with respect to the initial position of the 
interface. Negative values indicate a position below the 
interface. The time origin is defued as the time when the 
incoming vortex would have crossed the interface. The data for 
the initial vortex ring show excellent collapse on a straight line of 
slope unity as expected for the normalization used. The interface 
elevation is defmed as the maximum elevation of the interface at 
6 
any given time. The results show an increased initial slope of 
the surface elevation with increase strength of the vortex ring. 
This indicates that stronger vortices experience less relative 
energy loss as they propagate through the interface. Another 
interesting feature is the maximum elevation reached by the 
interface. As the drop of heavier fluid moves upward in the 
lighter fluid it gradually lmses kinetic energy until it stops. The 
maximum penetration shows an unexpected behavior. For 
moderate strength of the vortex ring the maximum penetration 
increase with the strength of the vortex ring. But ut the highest 
Froude number tested we found a reduction of the maximum 
elevation. Examination of the video images shows that in this 
case the drop is highly deformed and has pronounced shaped 
oscillations. These results indicates that at high FroudwWeber 
number there is an increase drag of the drop as it moves through 
the upper fluid medium. This deformation may lead to 
secondary breakup of the type observed in atomization system at 
high We& number 
v 
These data provide also some insight on the evolution of the 
rebound vortex. In all cases tested a rebound vortex was 
observed. It forms late in the process at anon dimensional time 
of approximately IO and persists for very long times ( U t  / a > 
80). The speed of propagation is low compared to the speed of 
the incoming vortex ring suggesting a fairly weak vortex. The 
data shows that the strength of the rebound vortex is reduced as 
the Strength of the initial vortex is inneased. 
Drop does not form i 
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Figure 7. Drop formation boundary. The solid line are the 
results of computations at h = 1 and Re = 400. Symbols are the 
experimental results. 
A detailed comparison of the surface elevation measurements 
with the numerical result is shown in Figure 6. For the low 
strength number case the calculated values agree well with the 
m m m e n t .  Howeva there is a significant discrepancy on the 
maximum elevation. We believe that this discrepancy is due to 
the different initial vorticity disfniution. For the stronger vortex 
ring the agreanent is excellent. 
An important parameter of the interaction is the drop 
formation boundary in the Weber number - Froude number - 
plane. Figure 7 is a plot of the computational results viscosity 
ratio of 1 and a Reynolds number of 400. Also plotted in the 
Figure 5 are experimental data for X = 0.53. The ag&ent is 
excellent. An interesting observation is that the boundary is 
essentially horizontnl for Fmude number greater that - 2. 'his 
suggests that in the high Froude number limit a minimum value 
of the Weber number (- 2) muSt be reached for drop formation. 
Condusion 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the collision of a 
vortex ring with a density interface for high Fmude numbers and 
f ~ t e  Weber numbers. In these limits the vortex ring peneuates 
the interface easily and can form a drop of one fluid inside the 
other. The evolution differs here from what was observed by 
Dahm et alS for vortices colliding with a miscible fluid interface 
in a fundamental way. Here. we observe the formation of a 
distinct drop due u) the action of surface tension. 
The break up process is complicated and involves the 
formation of fdament which then breaks at one or more points. 
The location of the breakup is in the lower part of the filament at 
low Weber/l+oude number. With suunger initial vortex ring the 
beak up occurs at various points along the fdament which appear 
correlated to the distribution of vorticity in the filammt 
A rebound vortex ring is formed during the interaction. The 
computations indicate that the vorticity of opposite sign is 
introduced as the interface collapses in the fmal stages of the 
break up process. 
There is in general good agreement between the 
computations and the experiments. A better agrarment could be 
expected with larger computational box and with a better 
understanding of the effects of the initial vorticity dishibution in 
the vortex ring 
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